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a b s t r a c t

The Activity Theory-based Model of Serious Games (ATMSG) provides a visual framework through
which designers and researchers can explicitly map the gaming, learning, and instructional design of
their learning game mechanics and game flow. Here, we use the ATMSG to redesign an existing learning
game, Stop & Think (S&T), which was created to train children to apply their inhibitory control skills
when solving counterintuitive mathematics and science problems. S&T was previously found to be
effective at increasing science and mathematics achievement when the activity was led by a teacher
in the classroom. However, we sought to modify its design for use by children in an independent
learning scenario (e.g., homeschooling). This work contributes to the literature by demonstrating how
the ATMSG was used iteratively during the redesign of S&T for use in a child-led context. We found the
ATMSG useful for (i) identifying design gaps created by removing the teacher from the gaming activity,
thereby outlining areas of the game requiring modification, (ii) ideation to facilitate discussion about
how different design ideas would impact the structure of the game and the feasibility of the approach,
(iii) negotiating design decisions between team members, communicating proposed changes in the
design amongst stakeholders, seeking approval from project leaders, and serving as a design document
for developers, and (iv) cataloguing changes made to the game throughout the redesign process,
thereby archiving versions of the game which can be used to reflect upon how each version might
impact counterintuitive reasoning. Yet, we also found some challenges in using the ATMSG, including
its lack of ability to represent non-structural design decisions (e.g., visual strategies, adaptivity), its
impractical format for representing more complex games, and its time-consuming nature.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Learning games can capitalise on challenge, narrative, rewards,
ser autonomy, interactivity, and just-in-time feedback to foster
astery of specific knowledge and skills, to change behaviour,
nd/or to sustain learning motivation (Baptista & Oliveira, 2019;
yun & Joung, 2018; Clark et al., 2016; Garris et al., 2002). A
umber of game design and assessment frameworks have been
eveloped over recent years in an attempt to understand how
earning design principles can be embedded in game interactions
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and play contexts (see, e.g., Arnab et al., 2015; Carvalho et al.,
2015; Kelle et al., 2011). For instance, the Activity Theory-based
Model of Serious Games (ATMSG) outlines a concrete way to
describe how the mechanics of gaming, learning, and instruction
interrelate and to visualise the flow of the interactive learning
experience (Carvalho et al., 2015). Such frameworks have been
used in research dissemination and game evaluation contexts
(e.g., Atmaja et al., 2020; Callaghan et al., 2016, 2018; Gauthier &
Jenkinson, 2018), but it remains unclear how they are used during
the game design process itself. We argue here that the ATMSG
can be a valuable tool in the redesign of learning games, for
instance, to transform the game to fit different learning contexts.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of the ATMSG framework
within a game redesign and development pipeline has not yet
been documented.
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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As part of the Education Endowment Foundation- and Well-
ome Trust-funded UnLocke educational neuroscience project,
e developed a learning game, called Stop & Think, aimed at

improving children’s use of inhibitory control (specifically by
stopping and thinking) when solving counterintuitive science and
mathematics problems. Children played the game as a whole
class for 15 min, three times per week, for 10 weeks, with the
activity facilitated by the teacher. Two evaluation studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the teacher-led game at im-
proving counterintuitive reasoning and academic achievement in
this context (Roy et al., 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2019). However,
the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic emphasised the importance
and potential benefits of adaptive, independent learning tech-
nologies that can support children outside the classroom, without
the presence of a teacher or parent to facilitate the learning
activity (Fitzgerald et al., 2018; Meyer et al., 2008; Proulx et al.,
2017). We undertook a three-phase redesign process to transform
Stop & Think into a child-led, independent learning experience,
appropriate for homeschooling, utilising the ATMSG during each
phase.

Our aim is to demonstrate how the ATMSG framework was
iteratively applied to facilitate the redesign of the teacher-led Stop
& Think game to fit a child-led learning context. Our contribution
is the exemplification of the advantages and challenges of using
the ATMSG framework in this process through a concrete re-
design case study. In doing so, we highlight its role in considering
modifications to the intrinsic instructional elements of the game
(i.e., instruction integrated within the game itself, like feedback,
scaffolding, and adaptivity) to compensate for the removal of
extrinsic instruction (i.e., instruction provided by the teacher,
parent, peer, or facilitator, like verbal feedback and personalised
guidance and support) (Carvalho et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017;
Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999). We also propose an extension
of the ATMSG visual map, discuss how the ATMSG may be valu-
able in both user-centred and participatory design approaches,
and recommend the framework’s further exploration in future
learning game research, (re)design, and development.

2. Background

2.1. Game-based learning contexts

There are documented benefits to whole-class teaching, small-
roup collaboration, and independent learning with technology.
hole-class learning activities and collaboration in small groups

an foster diffusion of knowledge between children and helps
hildren develop a sense of community and shared understand-
ng (Elbers & Streefland, 2000; Wood & O’Malley, 1996). During
hole-class activities, teachers take charge of the learning, can
espond to children’s questions in real-time, and support their
ngagement (Elbers & Streefland, 2000), effectively delivering
xtrinsic instruction to support children’s learning. Children can
lso provide extrinsic instruction to their peers; children learning
n small groups with computer-supported collaborative learning
CSCL) technologies have been found to learn science and math-
matics more effectively than children learning with technology
ndependently (Gallardo-Virgen & de Villar, 2011; Gijlers et al.,
013; Jackson et al., 2013; Tsuei, 2012). However, due to the lack
f reporting in the designs of these technologies, it is difficult
o ascertain whether these tools were designed appropriately
o support independent learning, without extrinsic support from
eers or teachers, or whether they provided adequate intrin-
ic instruction, e.g., by adapting to support the unique needs
f individual learners. Furthermore, all these interventions took
lace in the classroom, where collaboration happened face-to-
ace. There is some suggestion from older work (e.g., Van Der
2

Meijden & Veenman, 2005) that CSCL technologies for young
children may only be effective in face-to-face contexts because
children’s communication skills are not sufficiently developed to
collaborate effectively when communication is mediated by the
computer. A recent study conducted during the 2020 COVID-19
lockdown showed that young children in the UK struggled with
remote peer contact during homeschooling, but that computer-
mediated peer communication increased with age (Thorell et al.,
2020); this could suggest that distance CSCL may be more appro-
priate for older children and teens than for young children in a
homeschooling scenario.

In contrast, independent learning technologies leverage intrin-
ic instruction strategies over extrinsic instruction. Well-designed
ndependent learning technologies can foster increased learner
otivation and offer personalised, real-time feedback and scaf-

olding that adapts to the changing knowledge and abilities of
earners (Fitzgerald et al., 2018; Meyer et al., 2008). Impor-
antly, personalised learning technologies—especially games—are
hought to give learners a sense of control over their learning pro-
ess (Fitzgerald et al., 2018; Proulx et al., 2017). These potential
enefits may become particularly important when learning is not
upported by extrinsic instruction (by peers, parents, or teachers),
uch as during homeschooling; Thorell et al. (2020) demonstrated
hat, during the first COVID-19 lockdown, children in the UK
pent on average 4.4% of their homeschooling time in contact
ith a teacher. Whilst parental engagement in homeschooling
as more substantial (45.2%), this was associated with increased
arental stress, especially amongst those with younger children
Thorell et al., 2020). In such contexts, learning technologies that
ely on intrinsic instruction and do not require extrinsic support
from teachers, parents, or peers, may prove to be effective be-
cause they could (i) provide personalised, adaptive support to
each child, (ii) allow the limited student–teacher contact time
to be spent on pedagogical matters of higher priority, and (iii)
alleviate parental stress in needing to facilitate the learning
activity.

2.2. Learning game design frameworks

Historically, the game-based learning literature has failed to
measure causal links between the designs of learning games and
the significant learning outcomes that their use generates (Boyle
et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2016). As such, there has been a push
toward a more design-based paradigm of investigation, which
requires researchers to provide robust descriptions of how the
designs of their game-based interventions are intended to pro-
mote learning and engagement. Several game design frameworks
attempt to tackle this challenge, including the Game Object Model
(Amory, 2007), the Serious Game Lemniscate Model (Koops &
Hoevenaar, 2012), and the Cognitive Behavioural Game Design
Model (Starks, 2014). While all these frameworks may demon-
strate unique benefits, they do not allow authors to make explicit
associations between gaming, learning and instructional compo-
nents of games, which may be important in planning which con-
figuration of mechanics may be most likely to drive the desired
learning outcomes.

Other frameworks have been more successful at elucidating
concrete associations between learning and gaming mechanics
(e.g., Arnab et al., 2015; Kelle et al., 2011; Proulx et al., 2017),
but do not tackle the instructional component. Kelle et al. (2011)
provide mappings of how various learning functions (e.g., related
to preparation, knowledge manipulation, higher order relation-
ships, learner regulation, and productive actions) might be as-
sociated with diverse game design patterns (e.g., goal-related,
information-related, score-related, mastery-related). However,
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this framework lacks an understanding of overall game struc-
ture/flow. This is remedied in part by the Learning Mechanics-
Game Mechanics (LM-GM) framework which provides a flow-
chart structure on which to map pairs of learning mechanics
and game mechanics, to represent the flow of the game (Arnab
et al., 2015). The framework provides a non-exhaustive list of
learning and gaming mechanics from the literature and allows
authors to pick and choose which mechanics get paired together
to accurately describe the function/purpose of interactions within
the game-flow chart. The authors further discuss how certain
gaming mechanics induce motivational behaviour in relation to
self-determination theory, depending on their ability to pro-
mote players’ sense of autonomy, connection or relatedness, and
competence (Proulx et al., 2017). For instance, they describe
mechanics with selection/action task components as highly in-
trinsically motivating, whereas progression mechanics may either
have high or low motivational value depending on how directed
or linear the progression is. Yet, the LM-GM still lacks con-
creteness in how mechanics connect to the game’s high-level
educational objectives (Carvalho et al., 2015), and does consider
the role of intrinsic and extrinsic instructional mechanics within
learning games, which we suggest is critical when considering a
redesign from a teacher-led to a child-led context.

2.3. Activity theory-based model of serious games

As suggested by its name, the Activity Theory-based Model of
erious Games (ATMSG) builds on Activity Theory, which suggests
hat all human activities (or interactions) comprise of actions that
re enabled by tools, to achieve specific goals. The ATMSG pos-

tulates that, within a learning game, these activities may either
be (i) game-oriented, (ii) learning-oriented, or (iii) instruction-
ally oriented (or any combination of the three) (Carvalho et al.,
2015). Importantly, the framework makes a distinction between
intrinsic instruction (e.g., feedback/scaffolding given within the
game) and extrinsic instruction (e.g., feedback/scaffolding pro-
vided by a teacher, parent, peer, or facilitator), which has educa-
tional relevance for learning games designed as classroom-based
vs. independent activities. The framework also provides a visual
mapping structure that capitalises on the Unified Modelling Lan-
guage (UML, a well-known visual vocabulary to communicate
sequential processes (Gomaa, 2006)) in order to enable authors to
concretely describe the flow of their game. This enables mapping
of gaming, learning, and instructional activities to one another in
accordance with the interaction flow of the game (Fig. 1). Like the
LM-GM model, the ATMSG provides a non-exhaustive taxonomy
of gaming, learning, and instructional activities, but expands on
this by offering potential actions, tools, and goals specified for
each, with which to populate the table under the flow visualisa-
tion. ATMSG visual maps can be generated using free web-based
UML visualisation software, e.g., Lucidchart (Lucid, 2022) or Cacoo
(Nulab, 2022), or—for those who are more proficiently creative—
professional design software, e.g., Adobe Illustrator (Adobe, 2022)
or Affinity Designer (Serif Europe LTD, 2020).

The ATMSG has been applied successfully in recent years to
describe the designs of several learning games for research dis-
semination and game evaluation purposes (see Callaghan et al.,
2018; Garneli et al., 2021; Gauthier & Jenkinson, 2018). For ex-
ample, Gauthier and Jenkinson (2018) used the framework to
compare and contrast design differences in a pair of simulation-
based interventions for molecular biology students, wherein one
was considered a serious game, and one was considered a non-
game intervention. In a similar way, we suggest the ATMSG is
a versatile framework that might also be used to redesign a
learning game to render its application in different pedagogical
contexts. Specifically, we used it to help redesign Stop & Think,
a game to train children to apply inhibitory control when solv-
3

ing counterintuitive science and mathematics problems, from a
teacher-led context to child-led, independent learning context.

2.4. Inhibitory control and counterintuitive reasoning

Here we present some literature on inhibitory control (IC),
which is required to understand the reasoning behind the design
of both the teacher-led game and its redesign for a child-led
context. IC is one of many executive functions known to impact
learning (Coulanges et al., 2021; Mason & Zaccoletti, 2021). IC
is a person’s ability to inhibit or suppress prepotent behaviours
and intuitive knowledge and is believed to be of particular im-
portance to learning counterintuitive concepts (i.e., concepts that
contradict our naïve and immature beliefs or theories). This is
because our brain works in two distinct but parallel systems
(Evans, 2003): (1) a heuristic system, which enables fast, intuitive,
and reflexive decision-making, and (2) a slower analytic system,
which facilitates concentrated thought and logical reasoning. Be-
cause of its fast-processing speed, the heuristic system is typically
called upon first in familiar problem-solving situations, allowing
us to react quickly and intuitively by drawing on embedded prior
knowledge and experiences. However, relying on the heuristic
system during problem-solving becomes an issue when such
problems involve counterintuitive concepts or common miscon-
ceptions. In such situations, the heuristic system might call upon
seemingly similar intuitive knowledge/experiences to find a quick
solution, leading to an incorrect result. In these cases, learners
need to suppress (or inhibit) the heuristic system using IC, to al-
low the analytic system to take over in problem solving (Diamond
& Lee, 2011; Mareschal, 2016).

Three types of IC (Nigg, 2000) are particularly important when
tackling counterintuitive concepts in mathematics and science:

(1) Cognitive inhibition involves putting aside a previous belief
or learnt fact, rule, or procedure, which does not apply to
the current problem. For example, in mathematics children
learn positive integer numbers in sequence, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 etc. Later, children are taught about negative numbers.
Children now need to inhibit their prior knowledge that 5
is greater than 1 in order to correctly identify −1 as greater
than −5 (Bofferding, 2019).

(2) Perceptual interference control may also be needed to ig-
nore distracting visual or other perceptual cues that are
irrelevant to the current problem. For example, children
become familiar with the appearance and habitat of fish
(i.e., streamlined body with fins, swims in the sea). When
presented with a dolphin, the child needs to inhibit these
visual cues and instead think about the properties of fish
and mammals (e.g., gills vs. lungs) to recognise that a
dolphin is a mammal and not a fish (Allen, 2014).

(3) Finally, response inhibition allows children to suppress a
motor response. In the case of classroom learning, this
motor response might be shouting out a first idea or imme-
diately raising a hand to provide an answer. In game-based
learning, this might be trying to interact with objects on
screen. So, response inhibition allows children to withhold
their immediate response or behaviour, i.e., to stop, so that
they have more time to think.

2.5. About stop & think

Stop & Think (henceforth, S&T) is a learning game designed
to train children (aged 7–10) to apply IC skills—i.e., to ‘‘stop and
think’’—when answering age-appropriate science and mathemat-
ics problems. In doing so, they suppress their heuristic system and
engage their analytic system, thereby inhibiting their intuitive
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Fig. 1. Generic structure of an Activity Theory-based Model of Serious Game (ATMSG) visual map (based on Carvalho et al., 2015). Rounded rectangles represent
echanics that are then elaborated upon in the table beneath. Diamonds represent conditions that affect the interaction flow in some way. Circles represent game
tates.
esponses and giving them time to better consider the problem
t hand. Full curriculum mappings, as well as open-source soft-
are files, user manuals, videos, and more, are available on the
nLocke project’s Open Science Foundation (OSF) site: https://osf.
o/6er4k/?view_only=895f0d877d144241bc642ec771f4db10.

S&T is set-up like a gameshow, in which a virtual host, Andy,
oses questions to three virtual non-player-character gameshow
ontestants and, thereby, also children in class. There are two
hases to the game show: (1) the Exploratory problem, where
ndy and the gameshow contestants offer different levels of
upport depending on the class’s response, and (2) the Struc-
ured Practice problems in the ‘‘Bonus Round’’. Each session runs
or 12 min and is split equally between mathematics and sci-
nce content, presented in random order. Whilst the number
f problems completed in any session depends on how quickly
he class works through them, the emphasis is on practicing IC
uring the session, rather than trying to cover all the content.
he programme is designed to run three times per week for 10
eeks, with the activity led by the teacher at the front of the
lassroom. Previous evaluations of the game have demonstrated
hat the teacher-led activity leads to improved counterintuitive
easoning and academic achievement in science and mathematics
Roy et al., 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2019).

. Redesigning stop & think for a child-led context

As discussed in Section 2.1, the onset of the Covid-19 pan-
emic has emphasised the importance and potential benefits
4

of adaptive, independent learning technologies that can support
children outside the classroom, without support from a teacher or
parent (Fitzgerald et al., 2018; Meyer et al., 2008; Proulx et al.,
2017). This prompted us to consider a child-led, adaptive version
of S&T to support independent IC training. Technologies that
adapt to the needs of individual learners can promote sustained
engagement/motivation in learning by scaffolding the activity
in an individualised way (Fitzgerald et al., 2018), which would
support the use of such technologies in, e.g., a homeschooling
environment. However, when removing the teacher (i.e., the ex-
trinsic instruction) from the gameplay scenario, it is worthwhile
to consider the impact of this on children’s ability to engage
meaningfully in the S&T activity, and what design changes should
be made to better support them.

Therefore, in the sections that follow, we use the ATMSG
to redesign the S&T game to be used as a child-led, adaptive,
and independent learning intervention. We made the decision
from the outset that this redesign would rely only on intrinsic
instruction (where learning is supported by design of the game),
rather than extrinsic instruction (where learning is supported by
a teacher, peer, or parent), for the reasons outlined in Section 2.1
and informed by Thorell et al. (2020).

To do this, we approached the redesign through three-phases
that leveraged the ATMSG framework to support the redesign
process:

• Phase I: We applied the ATMSG to the teacher-led version of
the game and examined it for insights on gaps that would be
created by removing the extrinsic instruction (Section 3.1);

https://osf.io/6er4k/?view_only=895f0d877d144241bc642ec771f4db10
https://osf.io/6er4k/?view_only=895f0d877d144241bc642ec771f4db10
https://osf.io/6er4k/?view_only=895f0d877d144241bc642ec771f4db10
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• Phase II: We generated new ideas through an interdisci-
plinary design workshop, using the ATMSG to constrain the
ideation process (Section 3.2)

• Phase III: We tested the new design ideas through a ran-
domised user study before recommending further modifica-
tions to the game through the ATMSG (Section 3.3)

3.1. Phase I: Gaining insights from a teacher-led ATMSG

The teacher-led S&T game was not originally designed us-
ing the ATMSG framework. Below, we describe how the ATMSG
was used to map out the design of the teacher-led game (Sec-
tion 3.1.1) and then how this visual map was analysed to discover
gaps created by removal of extrinsic instruction (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1. Applying the ATMSG to visualise IC training in the teacher-led
game

The redesign effort was spearheaded by the first author of this
paper, who is an interaction designer and researcher brought onto
the project specifically to help redesign the teacher-led game for
a child-led context. She started by mapping out the teacher-led
game using the ATMSG. This process involved examining any ex-
isting design documents (e.g., teacher manuals) and by repeatedly
playing through the game to develop a concrete understanding
of its structure. This helped her understand how S&T integrated
IC training, scaffolded supports to help the children grasp coun-
terintuitive concepts, and—importantly—leveraged the teacher to
support the training activity. Throughout this preliminary re-
search, the first author sketched out the flow and mechanics
of the game (using conventions provided by the ATMSG) in a
sketchbook before digitising the diagram in Affinity Designer
(Serif Europe LTD, 2020). The final result of this process is Fig. 2,
which illustrates the design of the teacher-led game using the
ATMSG map as a visual aid. The analytical and creative process
required to (a) understand how S&T promoted IC and then (b)
map out the design logically was intensive and took several hours
over two days.

Just as it was important for the designer to come to grips with
the structure of the teacher-led game before considering its re-
design, we feel that it is important for our readers to understand
it, too, so we will use Fig. 2 to briefly walk through the flow of the
teacher-led game. When referring to specific ‘M’echanics in the
map, we will use the convention ‘‘M’’, followed by the number of
the mechanic as labelled in Fig. 2 (e.g., M1, M2).

Upon launching the game, the class first encounters the Ex-
ploratory problem, which allows multiple attempts to correctly
complete the activity, with progressively greater levels of support
offered each time an incorrect response is given. Fig. 3 shows
screenshots of several mechanics from an exemplar Exploratory
problem on tens and units (Year 3 Mathematics). For each prob-
lem, Andy presents a question (M1) and reminds children to ‘‘stop
and think’’ about their answer, and the screen is briefly locked on
a pulsing ‘‘stop and think’’ icon (M2); this is where the children
exercise their IC skills, and the teacher is expected to demonstrate
this behaviour. When the icon stops pulsing, a user can now
interact with the screen in their first attempt at answering the
question (M3; refer to OSF site for details on different types
of interactions) – the teacher will determine how children will
participate, e.g., by group vote, by choosing a child coming to
the interactive whiteboard, etc. After completing the problem, the
user then needs to click on a green ‘check answer’ button at the
bottom of the screen (depicted in Fig. 3-M3).

Following a correct response on any Exploratory problem,
children are given feedback by Andy (M4; ‘‘That’s the correct
answer! Let’s see what the other contestants thought’’.) and then

are shown the three contestants giving their own thoughts about

5

the question (M5; follow the flow going downward in Fig. 2, after
4). An example of contestants’ responses is visible in Fig. 3-M5.
he class is then asked to select which contestant had the correct
easoning (M6). This is designed to consolidate the reasoning
ehind the correct answer, encouraging children to think things
hrough rather than just going with their intuitive response. After
election, the correct reasoning is shown alone on the screen
M7), followed by another presentation of the correct problem
olution by Andy (M9). Following this, the gameshow moves on
o the Structured Practice problems (the ‘‘Bonus Round’’), if there
s time remaining in the 6 min allotted to the current subject.

However, if the first attempt at the Exploratory problem is
ncorrect, Andy says (M4), ‘‘That’s not quite right. Have another
o’’ and sends the children back to M1 (follow the flow going
pward in Fig. 2, after M4). If still incorrect upon a second try,
hildren are provided with the following levels of scaffolding to
upport their counterintuitive reasoning:

(1) Children are shown the virtual contestants giving their
thoughts about the question (M5). One contestant will
have the correct reasoning, while the other two will have
incorrect reasoning. This is designed to encourage children
to think about the concept rather than just go with their
impulsive response or keep guessing. The class then has
another attempt at the initial question (M1).

(2) If incorrect a third time, children are shown which contes-
tant had the correct reasoning (M7). The class now gets a
final attempt at the initial question (M1).

(3) If incorrect a fourth time, Andy gives a verbal prompt,
e.g., ‘‘Think about. . . ’’ or ‘‘Remember what you have learnt
about. . . ’’ (M8). The correct answer is then revealed (M9),
and the child is moved on to the Bonus Round (time-
permitting). Whilst teachers are encouraged to let children
make errors, at this point they might stimulate their recall
of prior knowledge to help in error recovery going forward.

Once the correct response is entered, or four incorrect at-
tempts are made, the gameshow moves on to a ‘‘Bonus Round’’
comprising of Structured Practice problems. Structured Practice
problems provide children with the opportunity to practice more
questions on the same topic, to consolidate their understanding
of the mathematics or science concept that was introduced in
the Exploratory phase and give children more opportunities to
practice applying their IC skills. Structured Practice problems look
very similar to the Exploratory phase, but do not progress through
these same levels of support (M5-7). Instead, children are given
two attempts with the initial ‘‘stop and think’’ prompt (M2) and
then a prompt/hint from Andy upon the second incorrect attempt
(M8), which they can apply to the next problem. Teachers are
encouraged to make links between stopping and thinking in the
game and applying IC in science and mathematics learning in the
classroom (M10).

3.1.2. Analysing the teacher-led ATMSG to identify design gaps
After creating the teacher-led ATMSG visual map, the first

author then analysed it to identify new design gaps that would be
created due to the transition to a child-led context. A ‘‘gap’’ was
identified as a possible detrimental design flaw (i.e., that would
reduce the effectiveness of the game at training IC behaviours),
resulting from the removal of the teacher’s role in facilitating
the S&T intervention. This was achieved first by scrutinising the
extrinsic instruction rows of the ATMSG mechanics table in Fig. 2,
noting the actions, goals, and tools involved in the extrinsic
instruction activity, and then by thematising the gaps created by
the removal of that activity. The first author then discussed and
consolidated her findings with another design team member in
advance of the interdisciplinary workshop in Phase II.
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Fig. 2. ATMSG visual map for the teacher-led version of Stop & Think.
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Fig. 3. Example of Year-3 mathematics problem. M1 – Andy presents a problem; M2 – S&T icon pulsates in the corner; M3 – the class inputs their answer (common
isconception displayed); M5 – the class hears NPC contestants’ ideas, one of whom has the correct idea (Candice), another displays the common misconception

Kate), and the third is just incorrect (Ollie), in this example. M-numbered mechanics relate back to the ATMSG visual map in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. The actions, tools, and goals of the extrinsic instructional activity (i.e., the role of the teacher) in the teacher-led version of Stop & Think.
Fig. 4 summarises the extrinsic instructional activities of the
eacher in the S&T intervention, previously presented in Fig. 2,
hich are broken down into actions, tools, and goals. These
evealed four thematic design gaps that would be created by
emoving these components of the game mechanics. These were:
ap 1, stopping-and-thinking behaviour will no longer be re-
nforced (e.g., through demonstration) during and beyond the
ame (M2, M10); Gap 2, stimulation of prior knowledge re-
arding counterintuitive concepts during task completion and
uring error recovery will no longer be supported extrinsically
M3, M9); Gap 3, children may be less motivated and engaged
n the learning activity without the scaffolding, discussion, and
eneral encouragement delivered by the teacher (M3); and Gap

4, children’s frustration, confusion or inappropriate (i.e., off-track)
behaviours may go unchecked (throughout the game).

By identifying and documenting these gaps, the design team
could focus the workshop ideation in Phase II on developing new,
context-specific mechanics or modification of existing mechanics

to fill these design gaps.

7

3.2. Phase II: Ideating design changes in an interdisciplinary work-
shop

We conducted an interdisciplinary design workshop to ideate
on ways in which the design of our teacher-led game could
be altered to promote stop-and-think behaviours in a child-led
context by addressing gaps created by the removal of extrinsic in-
struction, as identified in Section 3.1. Due to limitations in budget,
timing, and the strict remit of the project, the goal was to stick
with the overall structure of the game but to redesign aspects of
it to support children’s IC training in the absence of a teacher. As
such, a user-centred design approach was selected, using teachers
and domain experts as informants and children as evaluators
of the various outputs (e.g., through a user study, Section 3.3).
Whilst participatory design approaches are generally preferred
in the development of child- and learner-centred interventions
(Khaled & Vasalou, 2014; Nunes et al., 2016; Soloway et al.,
1994; Vasalou et al., 2021), the strict outcome-oriented nature
of this redesign effort necessitated a less exploratory approach

(Parsons & Cobb, 2014)—the implications of which are discussed
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further in Section 4.3. Overall, the workshop had four activities,
most of which centred around the teacher-led ATMSG to facili-
tate ideation, and which was followed by the redevelopment of
the ATMSG to take into account our ideated changes after the
workshop.

3.2.1. Participants
The workshop involved nine adults (plus the first author who

cted as the workshop facilitator), including developmental neu-
oscientists, artificial intelligence and human–computer interac-
ion researchers, game designers, and educators. Six of these par-
icipants were project team members who had in-depth knowl-
dge of S&T, covered the relevant interdisciplinary expertise,
nd two who were themselves teachers. One of these project
embers was involved on the development/programming side
f the software. The other participants were game designers and
rimary education experts, who were not previously involved in
he project and were invited to bring a fresh perspective to the
orkshop.

.2.2. Activity 1: Presentation of design gaps
Activity 1 was a presentation from the facilitator to introduce

ew participants to the background of the project and bring
veryone to the same understanding of about the design gaps
nd redesign objectives. This included (i) an explanation of the
mportance of supporting IC behaviours in children’s counterintu-
tive reasoning, (ii) an inexhaustive summary of general strategies
or guiding independent learning behaviours in games (e.g., visual
nterface features, adaptivity of the software, activity scaffolding),
iii) a demonstration of the teacher-led game, (iv) a presentation
nd explanation of the teacher-led ATMSG, highlighting the four
esign gaps identified upon removing the extrinsic instruction,
v) an explanation of the limitations of the project in terms of
easibility, and (vi) the objectives of the workshop (i.e., to gener-
te design ideas to fill those gaps within the given limitations).
he outcome of this activity was a shared understanding of our
oals and the knowledge necessary to achieve them.

.2.3. Activity 2: Facilitated ideation using the ATMSG
Activity 2 was a whole-group facilitated ideation session

here participants generated ideas on sticky-notes about how
ame/interactivity design, visual interface features, adaptivity of
he software, and activity scaffolding might support children’s
C training, once the extrinsic instruction of the teacher was
emoved. The existing ATMSG was printed on a large sheet of
aper and displayed at the front of the workshop room so that
1) participants could indicate how their ideas fit into or would
ecessitate a change to the current structure of the game, and
2) the S&T software designers/developers could explain how the
easibility of some ideas would be limited, based on how exten-
ively the structure would need to be modified to accommodate
ew ideas.
This activity resulted in several ideas to fill gaps generated

y removal of extrinsic instruction in S&T. Participants wrote or
rew their ideas on sticky notes and displayed them around the
rinted ATMSG visual map, giving a verbal explanation about
here their idea appeared in the flow of the game or altered
he flow of the game, in addition to how they believed the idea
upported children’s independent use of IC. In a few instances,
he developer fed back that an idea may not be feasible given
he time and resources, and these were marked to keep for
uture consideration (see below). After initial ideation on stickie
otes, the more feasible ideas were thematically grouped on
he whiteboard in relation to game/interactivity design, visual
nterface features, adaptivity of the software, and activity scaf-
olding and displayed on the whiteboard (Fig. 5a–b). Idea themes
8

included: (#1) awarding point, coins, or tokens for accuracy
and time spent stopping-and-thinking to motivate engagement
(addresses Gap 3); (#2) integrating an ‘‘I’m ready to answer’’
button that children can press to declare that they have finished
stopping-and-thinking, similar to how they might raise their hand
to provide an answer in the teacher-led condition, thereby scaf-
folding the IC activity (addresses Gap 1); (#3) using symbolic
colour (e.g., traffic light symbols), rather than pulsating motion
of the S&T icon, to investigate if this approach might be better
at guiding the IC activity (addresses Gap 1); (#4) individualised
support, through adapting the enforced ‘‘thinking’’ time (duration
of pulsating icon) to each child’s behaviour in the game and
gradually remove any visual cues (e.g., pulsating icon, ‘‘I’m ready’’
button) as the child consistently displays the IC behaviour during
play (addresses Gap 1); (#5) scaffolding the activity with a
walk-through on how to stop-and-think in the context of science
and maths problems (addresses Gaps 2 and 4); and (#6) integrate
a game progression mechanic, allowing the child to unlock
new levels as they progress and to retry previously completed
content (addresses Gaps 2 and 3); this is intended to help children
develop a sense of progression and achievement in the game,
reinforce science/mathematics concepts and IC behaviours, and
increase learning motivation through goal setting (e.g., improve a
previous score) (Proulx et al., 2017).

We believe that, because of the use of the ATMSG to visualise
the structure of the game and constrain people’s thinking, most
ideas generated were very feasible, but a few were not. For
example, one idea that was abandoned involved implementing
two gameplay modes, e.g., ‘‘Home Mode’’, which would not limit
their play time, and ‘‘School-Use’’, which would limit their play
to 12 min to accommodate classroom learning restrictions (ad-
dresses Gap 3), similar to the teacher-led S&T. The programmers
argued that the extra effort required to create and integrate two
separate game-flow structures would not be feasible given the
funding limitations—but this idea could be considered in the
future, as it would create continuity between home-based and
school-based learning. Other ideas were also abandoned based on
their relevance to addressing the gaps; these are not pertinent to
our reflection on the use of the ATMSG, so will not be reported
further here.

3.2.4. Activity 3: Breakout group idea development
Activity 3 was a breakout-group ideation activity, where in-

terdisciplinary sub-groups took ideas from the sticky notes and
developed them into more detailed mock-ups using printed tem-
plates. Prior to going into breakout groups, the workshop par-
ticipants all discussed and decided on ideas that were the most
feasible to develop and that were most likely to improve the
child-led learning experience in S&T. Of the six core ideas pre-
sented in Section 3.2.3, ideas #1, #2, #3, and #5 were selected
for elaboration and mocking-up within breakout groups.

Participants divided into three multidisciplinary breakout
groups, each taking one of the selected ideas to work on. Par-
ticipants all agreed that idea #2 about the ‘‘readiness indication’’
mechanic (e.g., through an ‘‘I’m ready to answer’’ button), was
a feature that they wanted to be included in the redesign and
should be tested for efficacy in future design experiments. This
was based on the theory of planned behaviour, which postulates
that goals (in this case, engaging in stopping-and-thinking) are
achieved through a series of more-or-less well-planned actions
(Ajzen, 1985, 1991); participants in the workshop made a con-
nection between this idea of planned behaviour during playing
S&T in the classroom, through hand-raising before answering,
as a mechanism to achieve the goal of stopping-and-thinking
(i.e., engaging in IC). As such, it was felt that the ‘‘readiness’’
mechanic should be tested for its efficacy in supporting this type
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Fig. 5. Examples of design workshop outcomes: (a) whole-group whiteboard ideation, with sticky notes made around ATMSG visual map, (b) detail of a, showing
thematic grouping of initial ideas, (c) and (d) breakout group ideation mock-up describing an idea about the use of symbolic colour to guide the IC activity.
of behaviour planning in S&T, and all breakout groups would
integrate this mechanic into their mock-ups where relevant.

For idea #1 about rewards, workshop participants proposed
hat children would be rewarded tokens based on the accuracy
f each answer (directly after M9 in Fig. 2), which was suggested
ould increase children’s extrinsic motivation to play (Proulx
t al., 2017). During the Bonus Round, children would earn a
‘bonus multiplier’’ for sequential correct answers, which would
e removed upon an incorrect answer, to instil a sense of con-
equences (Juul, 2009; Proulx et al., 2017). It was thought that
his would encourage children to slow down and really think
bout their next move carefully, so that they did not lose their
ewards. Additionally, it was proposed that, over several sessions
hen children displayed consistent IC-behaviours, they could
arn trophies to show their progression in their IC skill.
Idea #3 explored the use of symbolic colour in the S&T icon

o guide IC behaviour, instead of pulsating motion, and which
ould integrated directly with idea #2 on the readiness indi-
ation mechanic (Fig. 5c–d). The breakout group argued that
hildren develop cultural understandings of colour choices from a
ery young age (Burkitt et al., 2003), and specifically, that the traf-
ic light metaphor is often used in primary-level education and
nterventions (Bull et al., 2005; Girard, 2011; Jung et al., 2019).
hey proposed that the S&T icon should glow (a) RED to indicate
o the child to stop and listen to/read the problem carefully, (b)
MBER to indicate to the child to think about their answer, and
c) GREEN to indicate to the child that they can give their answer.
t was suggested that the readiness indication mechanic could be
ntegrated between amber and green phases. For instance, after

bout five seconds of thinking time under the amber icon, an ‘‘I’m

9

ready to answer!’’ button could pop-up, which the child could
press (similar to raising their hand in class) once they determine
they have thought about their answer long enough; this would be
a new mechanic between the existing M2 and M3 in the teacher-
led ATMSG. Pressing the button, would change the icon to green,
and allow the child to input their answer.

Finally, idea #5 was about scaffolding the S&T activities with a
walk-through on how to stop-and-think in the context of science
and maths problems. It was proposed that this walk-through
would be presented at the beginning of the game (before M1). It
would walk children through a generic mathematics and science
problem and (i) suggest that the child first stop what they are
doing and read/listen to the problem very carefully; (ii) indicate
that the S&T icon will flash to remind them to use the time to
think carefully about the problem; and (iii) advise them they
could look at each part of the problem in turn and think about
what they may have learned about the concept in school or
elsewhere.

3.2.5. Activity 4: Sharing and contextualising
In Activity 4, participants shared their breakout work with

the whole group, further contextualising how the proposed idea
would alter the existing game, and received comments and input
from others. Participants determined that (a) the idea #5 on
modelling IC behaviours in a tutorial would be integrated into
the child-led version of the game, as a matter of best practice,
and that (b) ideas #1 (rewards), #2 (readiness indication me-
chanic), and #3 (symbolic colour to replace pulsating motion of
the S&T icon) would be tested for their efficacy in promoting
IC-related behaviours an experimental user study. Ideas #4 (on
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adaptivity) and #6 (on game progression), which did not receive
additional attention during the breakout activity of the workshop,
were documented for future consideration after the user study
(Section 3.3.2). Throughout the idea development and sharing ac-
tivities of the workshop, the ATMSG was useful in contextualising
how ideas fit and would alter the flow of the game.

3.2.6. Post-workshop activity: Illustrating the new ideas using the
ATMSG

The four ideation outputs from the interdisciplinary design
orkshop were structured into a new child-led ATMSG visual
ap to include the following additional intrinsic instructional com-

ponent ‘M’echanics, which are visualised in Fig. 6: (M1) an addi-
tional walk-through tutorial on how to ‘‘stop and think’’ in the
context of generic mathematics and science problems; (M3) use
of symbolic colour in the S&T icon to indicate when to stop (red),
think (amber), and respond (green); (M4) a readiness indication
mechanic, where the child could indicate when they felt they
were finished stopping-and-thinking; and (M12) a reward sys-
tem, where the child is awarded tokens for their performance
after each correct answer. The ATMSG lacks a way in which de-
signers can communicate visual design strategies to stakeholders
(e.g., symbolic colour-coding vs pulsating motion); so, in Fig. 6,
we used teal colour-blocking to highlight the mechanics that
were experimented upon (M3, M4, M12) and varied depending on
the experimental version of the game. Substantial textual descrip-
tion had to be provided alongside the ATMSG for these colour
blocks to carry meaning. The child-led ATMSG visual map was
used to communicate changes from the design team to project
leads for approval, as well as to the developer, who used it both
estimate costs for and follow the planned design in subsequent
development. The developer gave positive feedback regarding the
capacity of the map (which used UML) to communicate what
the design team wanted, leading to few miscommunications.
However, they remarked that they had to rely heavily on the tex-
tual descriptions to make sense how different visual treatments
mapped to different conditions, which they saw as a weakness of
the ATMSG visual map.

Once the design changes were approved by the project team,
four discrete versions of a redesigned child-led S&T (Fig. 7) were
developed for experimental testing in Phase III: Version 1 of the
child-led ATMSG was similar to the teacher-led S&T (i.e., using
a pulsating S&T icon for M3), except that it integrated the walk-
through tutorial (M1) at the beginning of the game. Building on
Version 1, Version 2 also implemented the pulsating icon (M3),
but additionally integrated the ‘‘I’m ready to answer!’’ button
(M4) as a representation of the readiness indication mechanic.
Version 3 also integrated the readiness button but, in addition,
changed the visual cue in M3 from pulsating motion of the S&T
icon to symbolic ‘‘traffic light’’ colours. Lastly, Version 4 used
symbolic colour in M3, integrated the M4 readiness indication
mechanic, and presented tokens as a reward after each correctly
answered question, with bonus multiplier (M12). All versions
integrated the M1 tutorial, and the efficacy of this change was
not evaluated experimentally.

3.3. Phase III: Testing ideas through a randomised user study

The four experimental versions of the child-led S&T were
tested in a randomised eye-tracking user study with 45 7- to
8-year-old children across two urban state primary schools in
England, who had not participated in previous S&T interventions
(Gauthier et al., 2022). The objective of this user study was to
evaluate the efficacy of our different design ideas in supporting
IC-related behaviours in the absence of extrinsic instruction. This
was done to guide further design and development, rather than to
10
test the effectiveness of the game in an ecologically valid context
(e.g., during homeschooling); as such, the study was performed in
a quiet room in the children’s school, rather than in the home. The
full methods of this study are described in detail in Gauthier et al.
(2022). In summary, children (who assented to the research and
received written parental consent) played one of the four child-
led versions of S&T for 12 min, whilst their screens were recorded,
and their gaze on the screen tracked. In an independent-samples
design, we analysed children’s IC-related behaviours, such as time
spent stopping-and-thinking and their eye fixations on answer
items (e.g., blocks in Fig. 3; animals in Fig. 7), the question
textbox, and the S&T icon.

Below, we summarise the insights drawn from this study’s
findings about the design features that worked best to support
IC-related behaviours (Section 3.3.1), and then, based on these,
we propose additional modifications to be made to the child-led
game using the ATMSG (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1. Insights from user study: which ideas best promoted IC be-
haviour?

We drew four mains design insights that drove proposed
changes. Firstly, we found that the combination of symbolic
colour (M3) and the readiness indication mechanic (M4) was
associated with longer stopping-and-thinking duration (itself re-
lated to better answer accuracy) and longer eye-fixations on
answer elements. This suggests that Version 3 of the child-led S&T
game (using symbolic colour and the readiness indication me-
chanic) promoted IC-training better than other versions—that is,
children demonstrated better stopping-and-thinking skills when
supported by these features, so these features will be included in
the next iteration.

Secondly, we found, anecdotally, that giving children rewards
after every correct answer (M12; Version 4) appeared motivating
because children were generally more animated during game-
play (e.g., fist-pumping when earning bonus multipliers). Yet the
presence of rewards seemed to distract the child from the IC-
training task; the eye-tracking data revealed that children stared
more at the S&T icon, presumably waiting for it to change to be
able to answer quickly and then reap the reward before the end
of the 12-min gameplay, rather than carefully considering the
question-and-answer elements. Reflecting on this, we considered
an alternative could be a trophy that is rewarded at the end
of each session, rather than rewards on each turn, to slow the
child down. Importantly, this end-of-session trophy could be
accompanied by an Open Learner Model (OLM), to help the child
connect the reward with their use of IC. A ‘‘learner model’’ is a
structured data representation of a learner’s current knowledge,
skills, and other traits, that is used to dynamically adapt learning
activities and/or interfaces to individual users, thereby creating
more effective and personalised learning experiences (refer to
the fourth insight below). OLMs visualise these learner models,
usually through graphics and data visualisations, e.g., skills-o-
meters, traffic-light icons, smiley faces, simple charts (Bull & Kay,
2016). In S&T, the OLM might display the average time the child
spent ‘‘stopping and thinking’’, the number of clicks they made
when they were supposed to be stopping and thinking, and their
answer accuracy. The OLM could promote metacognitive devel-
opment by encouraging children to reflect on how their in-game
accuracy is related to their IC-related behaviour and how this is
attributed to the trophy reward. Ultimately, we expect this could
help children develop a deeper appreciation of the stop-and-think
skill and how they might apply this in future learning.

Thirdly, whilst we did not test it experimentally, the results
suggested that children might benefit from (a) additional inte-
gration of the S&T walk-through (M1) into the gameplay itself, to
remind them of the desired behaviour, and (b) full exploratory-

style scaffolding (e.g., Fig. 6 – M7-10) throughout the structured
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Fig. 6. ATMSG visual map for the experimental child-led version of Stop & Think, for use in the user study.
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Fig. 7. Screenshots of four versions of the experimental child-led Stop & Think game, which integrated ideas from the Phase II workshop. A science question is
epicted. M-numbered mechanics relate back to the ATMSG visual map in Fig. 6. Note for Version 4: upon outcome feedback on a correct answer (M6), awarding
okens (M12) follows very quickly.
ractice problems. This is because several children in the exper-
ment repeatedly got the same questions incorrect, whilst not
isplaying proper stopping-and-thinking behaviour. The repeti-
ion of these mechanics in the game flow would function to
eplace the role of teachers modelling the ‘stop and think’ be-
aviour in the classroom. For example, if the child consistently
ets answers incorrect, then, instead of simply being presented
ith the correct answer (M13), they would first be ‘‘walked
hrough’’ how one might ‘‘stop and think’’ for that particular
roblem. For instance, take the example of number values pre-
ented in Fig. 3. Part of the walk-through might pulsate each
lock-object on the screen in turn and pose a question about
ow these objects relate to Andy’s conceptual prompt (M11), to
emonstrate the IC behaviour.
Fourthly, the results of this user study also informed how we

ight design the adaptivity of the child-led S&T, to make the
xperience individualised to each child. Since we found that in-
ame performance was positively related to time spent stopping-
nd-thinking, we suggested that we might calibrate the ‘‘enforced
hinking time’’ (i.e., when the icon is amber, before the ‘‘I’m
eady’’ button pops up, M3-4), based on children’s answer ac-
uracy in combination with their average thinking time. In this
ay, children exercising IC-behaviours would transition toward
ngaging in these behaviours voluntarily, whilst those struggling
ould continue to get support. Additionally, once children con-
istently engage in stopping-and-thinking voluntarily, the visual
caffolding (i.e., the traffic-light icons and ‘‘I’m ready’’ button)
ould also be faded away, to transition children toward engaging
n IC-behaviours in un-cued environments (Gauthier et al., 2022).

.3.2. Proposed changes to S&T reflected in the ATMSG visual map
Based on the insights drawn from the user study, as out-

ined above, more changes were proposed to the child-led game.
12
The ATMSG visual map from the previous iteration played a
prominent role in preparing the redesign proposal, specifically by
being used as a communication tool between the first author and
other team members in negotiating the proposed changes. A final
snapshot is shown in Fig. 8, where the visual map from Fig. 6 has
been digitally marked up by the design team during this planning
process.

Based on this markup, the ATMSG visual map was modified
a final time (at least at the time of this publication) to first
communicate the new proposed changes to project leads and
then receive approval and then to the developer to follow. Fig. 9
depicts the most recent proposed redesign of the child-led S&T
through a last ATMSG visual map. This version has not yet been
developed, and we are currently seeking funding to explore some
of these design ideas in more detail. In keeping with the remit
of the project, much of the structure of the game and content
is similar to the teacher-led and previous child-led versions of
S&T. However, key changes were planned to support children’s
IC-training in the absence of extrinsic instruction, which were
informed by the results of the user study, as well as by ideas gen-
erated in the workshop that were not yet evaluated. Specifically:

(1) The child receives a walk-through on how to ‘‘stop and
think’’ in the context of a generic mathematics and science
problem (Fig. 9, M1), upon first launching the game;

(2) The child chooses an upcoming unlocked session or a pre-
viously completed session (M2), to encourage goal-setting
and develop a sense of progression;

(3) Symbolic colour of the S&T icon guides children through
the ‘stop and think’ training (M4), instead of a pulsating
icon;
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(4) The readiness mechanic (through an ‘‘I’m ready to answer!’’
button; M5), which boosts children’s confidence in know-
ing that they are ready to answer, must be pressed before
children are allowed to input their answer;

(5) There is no differentiation between the scaffolding pro-
vided from in the Exploratory and Structured Practice
phases of the gameshow (M8-11), to ensure that children
get the support they need and to reinforce the IC behaviour
as the game progresses;

(6) The 12-min time restriction is removed, to compensate
for the extra time associated with increased scaffolding
described above. When playing at home, there is not nec-
essarily a requirement to restrict playtime to 12 min, like
at school;

(7) A walk-through tutorial is embedded within the game-
play (M12), to support children who struggle repeatedly
with stopping-and-thinking or the science and mathemat-
ics content; and

(8) Upon completion of all problems in the session, the child
is presented with a bronze, silver, or gold trophy based on
their performance, to promote replay, alongside an OLM, to
promote meta-cognition (M14).

Finally, a non-structural change was the addition of adaptivity,
hich also needed to be documented in the new ATMSG in
ome way. We did this through the yellow-shaded blocks in
ig. 9, to represent where learning analytics would be collected
nd used to drive the adaptivity of M4 and M5, as described in
ection 3.3.1.

. Discussion

The aim of this paper was to document the process of re-
esigning the S&T learning game across three redesign phases,
ach of which leveraged the ATMSG. Several frameworks ex-
st to help researchers document their learning game design
13
and explain it to others (for examples, see Amory, 2007; Arnab
et al., 2015; Kelle et al., 2011; Koops & Hoevenaar, 2012; Starks,
2014). We chose the ATMSG framework by Carvalho et al. (2015)
because of its clear and concrete approach to mapping gam-
ing, learning, and instructional components of mechanics to the
flow of computerised interventions. It stood out because it dis-
tinguished between intrinsic instruction (embedded in the
game) and extrinsic instruction (given by a teacher, parent,
or peer) components to learning game mechanics, which we felt
was particularly relevant considering we aimed to redesign the
game from a teacher-led context to a child-led context. Whilst
the ATMSG has been used for research dissemination and game
evaluation purposes (Atmaja et al., 2020; Callaghan et al., 2016,
2018; Gauthier & Jenkinson, 2018), the iterative use of the ATMSG
framework within a game design and development pipeline has
not yet been documented to the best of our knowledge. Below,
we discuss the advantages and challenges of implementing the
ATMSG in this effort, as well as limitations in our design process
and future directions.

4.1. Advantages of using the ATMSG

We found the ATMSG to be invaluable in four ways. Firstly,
we found the ATMSG to be a useful tool to describe the design
of our original, teacher-led learning game in a concrete way,
hich was a critical first step in the redesign process. Providing
obust descriptions of learning games has been acknowledged
s a necessity often neglected in game-based learning research
Boyle et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2016). The ATMSG provided
s a clear and comprehensive way to analyse the teacher-led
ame and to document how the flow and composition of game
echanics was intended to promote children’s use of IC and in-
rease their proficiency of counterintuitive reasoning. Specifically,
he map visually demonstrated (i) the integration of IC training
i.e., the ‘‘stop and think’’ mechanic) within the context of sci-
nce/mathematics problem-solving, (ii) how the game scaffolded
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Fig. 9. ATMSG visual map for the proposed adaptive, child-led version of Stop & Think.
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supports to help the children grasp counterintuitive concepts, and
(iii) the important role of the teacher in acting as an extrinsic
instructional component of the game. Specifically, producing this
first ATMSG visual map enabled us then to analyse the game
and identify what would be lost by removing the extrinsic
instructional component of the game—i.e., the teacher—thereby
outlining areas requiring new game mechanics or modification
of existing game mechanics (Phase I, Section 3.1). Removing
the teacher from the equation is potentially detrimental to the
effectiveness of the intervention (Benton et al., 2019). We found
four gaps that would be created with the removal of the teacher
related to reinforcing the stop-and-think behaviour, stimulating
recall of prior knowledge during error recovery, motivating and
scaffolding the gameplay, and addressing children’s frustration,
confusion or inappropriate behaviours.

Secondly, we printed out the teacher-led ATMSG visual map
for our design workshop, to facilitate constrained ideation by
discussing how different design ideas would impact the structure
of the game and the feasibility of the approach (Phase II, Sec-
tion 3.2). Previous work has indicated that adding constraints to
brainstorming can be effective in helping design teams meet the
objectives of complex design tasks (Bonnardel & Didier, 2020); we
found that the ATMSG was a good way evoke those constraints.
During the workshop’s brainstorming and idea development ac-
tivities, we asked participants to indicate how their ideas fit into
the current structure of the game, using the ATMSG as a visual
prompt, which allowed the S&T software designers/developers
to explain, on the spot, how the feasibility of some ideas might
be limited. For example, the idea of the ‘‘I’m ready to answer!’’
to be placed directly after the stop-and-think mechanic would
not cause major game-flow disruption and was deemed feasi-
ble by developers; however, creating two different play modes
(i.e., home vs school) would necessitate two parallel game flows,
which the developers argued was out of scope for the time being.

Thirdly, we shared updated ATMSG visual maps amongst the
project team to plan and communicate proposed changes, seek
approval for these changes, and guide developers to implement
these changes for the user study (Phases II and III, Sections 3.2.6
and 3.3.2). For instance, the visual format of the map was useful in
quickly sketching out small modifications based on the results of
the user study (Fig. 8) and discussing this within the design team
before disseminating the proposal to stakeholders more broadly.
UML is also a common visual language used by programmers and
designers alike (Gomaa, 2006), which facilitated communication
of design decisions between designers and developers.

Fourthly, the persistent use of ATMSG visual maps has allowed
us to keep a catalogue of changes made to the game throughout
the design process. Each iteration is a record of S&T’s design state
at a point in time, which we can refer to and use to reflect on how
new proposed changes might impact learning and IC behaviours.
This catalogue may also enable reproducibility of the game and
the results of scientific findings made through their use by others
(Munafò et al., 2017).

4.2. Challenges in using the ATMSG

Despite these advantages, there were some challenges in using
the ATMSG during the redesign process. Firstly, the ATMSG maps
illustrate connections between gaming, learning, and instruc-
tional mechanics – but do not facilitate the illustration of visual
strategies, which may also impact learning and engagement. For
instance, in our user study, both Versions 2 and 3 of the child-led
S&T had identical ATMSG visual maps (Fig. 6), since their only
difference was the visual treatment of the S&T icon (motion vs
colour); yet Version 3 stood out as the most efficacious, which
could not have been deduced by examining the ATMSG mapping
15
alone. Similarly, in its current configuration, the framework also
lacks a way to visualise adaptive mechanisms that rely on
learning analytics; we have dealt with these two deficiencies in
this project by extending the map through annotations, using dif-
ferently coloured blocks to highlight mechanics received different
visual treatments (as in Fig. 6), or that would adapt during play
(as in Fig. 9). Others might consider using a similar approach or
devise alternative methods for integrating this information into
the map.

Secondly, S&T is not a very complex game, yet it necessitated
a very wide-format ATMSG map, barely small enough to fit on a
single page of A4 paper and still be legible. It may be a more ef-
fective communication tool for even simpler games (e.g., Atmaja
et al., 2020; Callaghan et al., 2018). More complex games that
apply the framework might have to rely on digital dissemination
of their ATMSG map for it to communicate effectively.

Thirdly, creating the initial mapping was very time con-
suming; as noted by the creators of the framework themselves
(Carvalho et al., 2015), the framework has a steep learning curve
and requires in-depth analysis of the learning game and the
available taxonomies to be able to create accurate mappings. This
challenge is exacerbated by the need to use external software
to create the maps; non-designers (e.g., teachers who might be
involved in the design process) may not have the technical skills
to create these types of visual maps, unless a specialised template
were to be created to support this process—a possible future
direction for research and industry. In the meantime, teams with
less design-oriented members might explore the use of simpler
drag-and-drop UML programmes, e.g., Lucidchart (Lucid, 2022) or
Cacoo (Nulab, 2022), to see if such programmes make the creation
of the visual maps less cumbersome.

Challenges aside, the ATMSG provides the most complete and
detailed framework—to the best of our knowledge—for explaining
how learning game mechanics incorporate gaming, learning, and
instructional activities into their designs, with the specific ad-
vantage of distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic instruc-
tional activities. Its extension presented herein, through colour-
block annotations, may be helpful for other researchers when
specifying experimental treatments and/or adaptive mechanisms
in learning games.

4.3. Limitations and future directions

We would like to acknowledge an obvious limitation in the
design of our learning game—the lack of child involvement in the
(re)design process. This was in large part due to (i) limitations
in our funding remit, which was cognitive neuroscience-focused
rather than design-focused, as well as (ii) access to children-
participants during the pandemic. It is generally accepted that,
by designing technology for children with children through par-
ticipatory design approaches, designers can expect to come up
with diverse child-centred ideas and empower children, thereby
increasing their engagement in science and buy-in to the project
(Fails et al., 2012). However, given the strict remit of our funding
and constraints of ideation, involving children in the ideation
process may have been challenging. For instance, Vasalou et al.
(2021) faced tensions in negotiating their funded project plan
with the values and ideas of participants, whilst Parsons and
Cobb (2014) questioned whether outcome-focused agendas (like
ours) could ever be compatible with the empowerment-focused
agendas of participatory design. Despite this, we can envision
the ATMSG also being useful in more exploratory, participatory
design efforts that are common in child–computer interaction
literature (e.g., Khaled & Vasalou, 2014; Nunes et al., 2016;
Vasalou et al., 2021). For example, in addition to the functions
listed above, the ATMSG could be used in the early phases of
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game design in participatory workshops, where taxonomies for
gaming, learning, and intrinsic/extrinsic instruction components
might be printed as inspiration cards (e.g., Vezzoli et al., 2020).
These could be played with by both teachers and children to
ideate on different ways in which the fun and serious elements of
learning games might fit together. Going forward, we plan to seek
more opportunities to engage children in the decision-making
process once additional funding is secured. Ultimately, the final
version of our child-led S&T is not yet developed and remains
untested in its proposed format (Fig. 9), so there is room for
further design decisions to be made through more participatory
approaches before further development. For example, children
could play a critical role in early phases of designing the OLM
interface, which will aim to provide them with feedback on their
IC-behaviour to support their metacognition (Bull & Kay, 2013).

Our final proposed child-led S&T raises many interesting design
elated research questions, so variations of this design should be
ested for efficacy going forward. For instance, should the OLM
e presented after every problem, rather than at the completion
f the session? Does the scaffolding through contestants’ ideas
M6-M8 in Fig. 9, delivered at every incorrect answer) overwhelm
nd annoy the child, and should more conditions be met before
elivering this additional scaffolding? We foresee that the ATMSG
ight play a critical role in further evaluation of the child-led
&T game in answering such design questions. Like work by
authier and Jenkinson (2018) and Gauthier et al. (2022), future
esearch could collect click-stream interactions from multiple
ariations of the child-led game. Each variation would have its
wn unique ATMSG visual map, so that design differences can be
irectly compared. The click-stream data could then be overlaid
n top of the ATMSG maps (see (Gauthier & Jenkinson, 2018),
ig. 6), to quantify how changes in design alter in-game IC-related
ehaviour—and importantly—how these alterations are related to
earning outcomes.

Again, due to limitations in funding, we were unable to con-
ider more extensive modifications to the structure of the S&T
oftware. For instance, S&T could have been redesigned in such a
ay to support collaborative training of IC skills in dyads or triads
ver remote connection (e.g., Gallardo-Virgen & de Villar, 2011;
ijlers et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2013; Tsuei, 2012), which would
ave opened new avenues of research on remote CSCL technolo-
ies for children. This raises questions about how to apply the
TMSG in this scenario; how might the framework incorporate
he analysis of collaboration and cooperation in learning games?
he designers of the ATMSG raise this as an open question (Car-
alho et al., 2015). Constraints in the project also meant that
e were unable to consider scope for different implementations
f extrinsic instruction that could be feasible in homeschooling
cenarios. Without such constraints, we could have designed and
eveloped additional software, such as a teacher- or parent-facing
earning analytics dashboard. This could have enabled adults to
onitor their child’s game progress and skills development re-
otely, provide feedback, and orchestrate future learning with
nd without S&T (Aleven et al., 2016; Knoop-van Campen et al.,
021; Pelanek, 2021; Rienties et al., 2018; Xhakaj et al., 2017).
ould such dashboard mechanics fit within the extrinsic instruc-

ion activity on the child-led ATMSG map? Or would it require
ts own visual mapping? The ATMSG has not been tested for this
urpose, which could be an interesting direction to explore in
uture research.

. Conclusion

This paper describes the use of the Activity Theory-based
odel of Serious Games (ATMSG) during the redesign of Stop
Think (S&T), a learning game to train children to apply their
16
nhibitory control (IC) skills when answering counterintuitive
cience and mathematics problems. This type of computerised
raining has been shown to increase scores on standardised as-
essments, as children become better able to suppress their initial
ncorrect ideas and misconceptions and adopt counterintuitive
but correct) concepts by engaging the analytical parts of their
rain (Diamond & Lee, 2011; Mareschal, 2016; Roy et al., 2019:
ilkinson et al., 2019). The game was previously found to be ef-

ective in a classroom context, where children played as a group,
ith the activity led by the teacher (Roy et al., 2019; Wilkinson
t al., 2019). However, this redesign effort sought to ensure
hat the game would also be effective if children played the
ame independently, without the extrinsic support of a teacher,
.g., during homeschooling. This was identified as important in
ight of the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns.

The contribution of this paper is as an exemplar for the
TMSG’s use in the iterative redesign of a game to fit this new
earning context. We discuss the advantages and challenges of
sing the framework throughout three phases of redesign. Specif-
cally, we found it to be a useful tool because (i) it distinguished
etween the intrinsic and extrinsic instructional components of
ames, enabling us to identify design gaps in the absence of a
eacher in homeschooling contexts; (ii) it facilitated constrained
rainstorming in our design workshop, to generate ideas that
ere feasible within our project restrictions; (iii) it enabled
egotiation of design decisions between team members and com-
unication with stakeholders; and (iv) it provided a concrete way

o catalogue iterations in the design that can be used to reflect
pon future design considerations and may benefit reproducible
cience. Yet, its use also posed some challenges, including that
t does not provide means to illustrate non-structural design
ecisions that can greatly impact learning (e.g., visual strategies,
daptive mechanisms), that the maps require a very wide format
hat can be impractical for complex games, and that the initial
isual map is time-consuming to create. To this end, we have
roposed alternative technologies and an extension to the frame-
ork to overcome these challenges. Finally, we discussed how the
TMSG may also be valuable in both user-centred and participa-
ory design approaches and recommend its further exploration in
earning game research, (re)design, and development.

election and participation

In this paper, we highlight an eye-tracking experimental user
tudy (Section 3.3) that is described in detail elsewhere (Gauthier
t al., 2022) but which deeply informed our design process. In
his study, recruited occurred via emails sent out to around 500
rimary schools in the region. For schools who agreed to partici-
ate, a short 20-min presentation was made to children in Year 3
lassrooms, introducing them to the research. All these children
ere sent home an information sheet and informed consent form

or parents to review and opt-in. Assent was also gained from
he children who received parental consent before conducting the
xperiment. Secondly, participants in the design workshop (Sec-
ion 3.1), who were all adults selected through existing academic
etworks, were emailed information about the workshop and told
hat, if they agreed to participate, any information provided by
hem might be used in future game design, development, and
esearch publication.
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